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Introduction
The greenhouse project is an opportunity to test 
the Perspective module as a platform not only 
for professional businesses, but also for home 
use.  
The solution is an intuitive solution for 
smartphones.

As an internal training project, the Enuda team 
decided to build an easy, understandable and 
useful solution that met the needs of the specific 
customer (not big company), but instead an owner 
of a greenhouse. 

We hereby share the project with everybody. 

Here we plan to test MQTT data connection, to 
train our skills in the Perspective module using a 
combination of different containers and 
components, to train our understanding of 
“customer view”, be better in the designing of 
mock-ups, and to be closer in communication 
during the teamwork.

Usually, our projects are created for larger 
companies with complicated functionality.  
  
The greenhouse project is a new kind of 
project that we have created with the private user 
in mind. 
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Design Basics
To keep consistency throughout the different components and elements of the projects, basic typeface 
selection and color usage have been established so that the user can easily determine the importance of 
the information being displayed.
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TYPEFACE The font family is Ignition default. The variants used 
are Regular and Bold in order to distinguish the 
importance of the information. 

COLOR In order to distinguish the information regarding 
tasks, selected buttons, equipment mode, a color code 
has been developed.



Design Basics
#66CDAA

#D5D5D5BF

#AAAAAA

#FFC000

#00AC00

Headers, Heater ON, fan’s color when heater ON, text of the heater mode when 
mode is AUTO

Heater mode - OFF

Text of the heater mode when mode is MANUAL

Heater AUTO, fan’s color when heater AUTO 

Navigation buttons when view is not active now.

#808080 Heater OFF, fan’s color when heater OFF



USER STORY #1
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USER STORY #1
Navigation

As a: 
User – owner of the Greenhouse.

I want to: 
Have active navigation and when a 
specific view is chosen the background 
and icon changes the color.

So I can: 
Be informed about the view current by 
looking at the navigation.

The current view is Current State

The current view is History

The current view is Heater Settings



USER STORY #1
Navigation

To solve the task we:

• added the Script to Configure Events “onClick” for the each icon from the Navigation menu (for example, current 
state). The script helps us to specify what color of icon and background should be for each icon when a specific view 
is active (in our case view “Current State”).

• create the Flex view and add specific icons using Row Direction, Stretch Items, Space evenly Justify, Don’t 
wrap Children, with the grow 1 and shrink 1 positions.



USER STORY #1
Navigation

To solve the task we:

• added the Params “current page” with both functions “Input/Output” to each view. In 
this way we assign the params to views and mentioned above script can launch.

“current_page:2” for view 
“Heater settings”

“current_page:1” for 
view “History”

“current_page:0” for view “Current 
state” (as at the example above)

• added the Script to Configure Events “onClick” for the each icon from the Navigation menu. The script helps 
us to specify what page is active now. This function informs the Navigation menu, that icons inside it should 
change the icon color and background color depend on current view (in our case view “Current State”). 



USER STORY #1
Navigation

To solve the task we:
• added Navigation menu to Main_view, History_view, Settings_view using EmbeddedView component, and inside 

each View for EmbeddedView component assigned the mentioned params implemented by Property Binding Type.



USER STORY #2
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USER STORY #2
View “Current state”

As a: 
User – owner of the Greenhouse.

I want to: 
see  the current Greenhouse temperature, 
heater mode, graph with temperature 
(last 6 hours), heater state.

So I can: 
be informed about all general 
information inside the  Greenhouse



USER STORY #2.1
General information

To solve the task we:

• added label component with current temperature



USER STORY #2.1
General information

To solve the task we:

• added fan icon and label component with current heater text state “On/Off”. 
The fan changes color depending on “On/Off” state. The text of the current heater 
state and color of the text also changes depending on heater mode. 

For the heater fan to change color, we used 
Tag Binding with Configure Transform 
(Map).

For the text of the current heater state and 
color of the text depending on the current 
heater state, we also used  Tag Binding with 
the same Tag Path and with Configure 
Transform (Map).



USER STORY #2.1
General information

To solve the task we:

• added label component with current heater mode “AUTO/MANUAL”

For the text of the heater mode 
we used the Direct Tag Binding 
and Configure Transform 
(Expression).

For the text color of the current 
heater mode we used the Direct 
Tag Binding and Configure 
Transform (Map). 

Tag of the Manual mode is created with Memory Value source (Easy and useful tags) and  tag of Auto 
mode is created with Expression Value source (they are driven by an expression, and depend on tag of 
Manual mode). 



USER STORY #2.1
General information

To solve the task we:
• added Gateway Timer Script  ”AutoMode @30 000ms”. This script is running every 30 seconds and checks whether or not the system 

is in "Auto mode". If the system is NOT in "Auto mode" then nothing else is happening.  If the system is in "Auto mode", then the tags 
with start and stop temperatures, heater is running and actual temperature are checked.



USER STORY #2.1
General information

To solve the task we:

Now that all that information is known, some checks are made: 

If the actual temperature is below start temperature, the heater will start (if not already running). 

Then the actual temperature is checked if it is at ir above the stop temperature. If that is the case the heater is stopped if it is running. If it is 
not running nothing is done at this moment.  

Also, In the Greenhouse project we are going to use new definitions:  

Upper Limit - When the temperature reaches this limit the heater should stop.   
Target Limit - When the temperature reaches this limit the heater should start. 
Hysteresis - The difference between the two is called Hysteresis.  



USER STORY #2.2
Graph for the latest 6 hours 

To solve the task we:

• used the XY chart component to show the temperature. As data source for building the chart, we used Tag History Binding which is 
available for Dataset type properties. The Dataset returned by the query has a timestamp column, and a column for each path that 
you select here.



USER STORY #3
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USER STORY #3
View “History”

As a: 
User – owner of the Greenhouse.

I want to: 
Have an opportunity to know Min, Max Temperatures and 
Heater Operating hours for the specific period (day, week, 
month). When I click on the specific button Day/Week/
Month text color  and background color of active button 
should change.

So I can: 
Be informed about the difference between the Min and Max 
Temperatures during the specific period (day, week, 
month)., and how many hours the heater was on.



USER STORY #3
View “History”

To solve the task we:
• added label component for MIN/MAX temperatures and for the Operating hours.  
 For  receiving Dataset of MIN temperature we used the Tag Historian Binding with Calculation “Minimum” and for extracting the 
correct value we used the Configure Transform (Expression) {value}[0,2], and for recording temperature in degrees Celsius we used 
Configure Transform (Format).



USER STORY #3
View “History”

To solve the task we:
For  receiving Dataset of MAX temperature we used the Tag Historian Binding with Calculation “Maximum” and for extracting the 
correct value we used the Configure Transform (Expression) {value}[0,2], and for recording temperature in degrees Celsius we used 
Configure Transform (Format).



USER STORY #3
View “History”

To solve the task we:
For  receiving Dataset of  Operating hours we used the Tag Historian Binding with Calculation “DurationOn” and for extracting the 
correct value we used the Configure Transform (Script) return value.getValueAt(0,2)/3600.0/24, and for recording hours  with 
Integer format we used Configure Transform (Format). 



USER STORY #3
View “History”

To solve the task we:

• added Script for every single button to Configure Events “Onclick 
action” that depends on assigned “timeIndicator” to each button – day, 
week, month. The script changes background color and value for the 
specific period. 

For recording the correct value in the Tag Historian Binding of MIN and MAX 
temperatures, we need to add the following in Start Date: 
dateArithmetic(now(0), -1, {parent.custom.timeIndicator}) 

This function helps the system identify the specific time period set for each 
button.



USER STORY #4
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USER STORY #4 
View “Heater settings”

As a: 
User – owner of the Greenhouse.

I want to: 
Have an opportunity to turn on/off Manual Mode with 
toggle switch component that should change color and text 
depending on the heater mode; manually start and stop the 
heater, change the temperature when the heater should start 
and stop. Additionally, save or cancel all changes, and 
visually observe actions. If nothing happens after clicking,  
the buttons must change to grey color if nothing has 
happened within 5.

So I can: 
Be informed about that current heater mode, change heater 
mode, change the start and stop temperatures and make all 
needed functions described in “I want to”



USER STORY #4.1
Manual Settings

To solve the task we:

• used ToggleSwitch component with the following bindings:

For props “Selected” Tag Binding: [BJGreenHouse]Manual Mode 

For props “Text”: 

For props “Position” Expression Binding: if({this.props.label.text} = "off", "left", "right")



USER STORY #4.1
Manual Settings

The above actions allow us to launch a few processes with only one click on the ToggleSwitch component.

To implement “Manually Start/Stop Heater” we used different types of binding for the label component and RadioGroup 
component. 



USER STORY #4.1
Manual Settings

In order to start and stop the heater when Manual Mode is turned on, we used the script added to the RadioGroup component. 

For calculating “Operating hours” for the heater, we added tag binding connected with the Operating hours tag to the Index 
Props of  RadioGroup component. When we click on Start radio, the system automatically starts to record Operating Heater 
hours.



USER STORY #4.2
Auto Settings
The solution works like this:

After touching the fields of Numeric Entry After 5 seconds after touching the fields of Numeric Entry, 
when values are not saved



USER STORY #4.2
Auto Settings

We added script to the StartNumericEntry component to 
configure the section “Message Handlers” with name 
clearStart. This script compares the temperature value from the 
Tag Start Temperature with the temperature value from the  
StartNumericEntry component. When we changed the value in 
StartNumericEntry component, but don’t save it, the script 
returns the value to the last saved value automatically, and the 
color of buttons will come back to the original grey color.  

The above “Message Handlers” with name clearStart 
is added to the the StartNumericEntry component 
Events to onActionPerformed as a part of script.

*The same was done for the StopNumericEntry component 



USER STORY #4.2
Auto Settings

We added a script to the StartNumericEntry Component to change the color of buttons when we touch the StartNumericEntry 
component.

*The same was done for the StopNumericEntry component 



USER STORY #4.2
Auto Settings

The solution looks like this:

Just opened the view Touch the numeric fields Changes are saved Original view

We added a script to the OneShotButton component (Save 
settings) to configure scripts in the section “Message Handlers” 
with name icon. The script is part of another script that changes 
the text Save settings to icon “Done” when we changed the Start 
and Stop temperature values and saved it. The icon Done is 
active for  2 seconds.



USER STORY #4.2
Auto Settings

We added a script to the OneShotButton component (Save 
settings) to configure Events in the onClick event. The script 
changes the text Save settings to the icon “Done” when we 
changed the Start and Stop temperature value and saved them. 
Again, the icon “Done” is active for 2 seconds, after which the 
text of the button will come back to the text “Save settings” with 
the original grey color. 

Script to the Button component (Cancel) is almost the 
same as for OneShotButton component , with one 
difference – for Cancel button there is no need for 
change to the text to icon. 



USER STORY #5
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USER STORY #5 
View “Full graph”

As a: 
User – owner of the Greenhouse.

I want to: 
Have an opportunity to turn the phone and 
see the the Full interactive graph view that 
includes information about temperature 
inside the Greenhouse for the last week.

So I can: 
Turn the phone and see the Full 
interactive graph view. (regardless 
the current view)



USER STORY #5
View “Full graph”

To solve the task we:

• created all views with Breakpoint type. Breakpoint view has a simple responsive design that removes one 
container and replaces it with another when the breakpoint (typically viewport width) is reached. With the 
Breakpoint view, we can define completely different content to render for each breakpoint.  All views from the 
Greenhouse project have a structure, where large breakpoint include full interactive graph view. 

• created all small and large breakpoint view in the Flex Container. The Flex Container provides an efficient 
way to design, align, and distribute space among components in the container particularly when their size is 
unknown or dynamic. The Flex Container can alter a component's width and height to best fill the available 
space to accommodate all types of devices and screen sizes. It expands components to fill available free space, 
or shrinks them to prevent overflow. 



USER STORY #5
View “Full graph”

To solve the task we:

• used the XY chart component and as data source for building the chart, we used a dataset extracted using Tag 
History Binding which is available for dataset type properties. The dataset returned by the query will have a 
timestamp column, and a column for each path that you select here.



USER STORY #5
View “Full graph”

To solve the task we:

• used Cursor Props in the XY chart component that allows us to receive the exact value of temperature when 
we click on the graph at a specific time. It is impossible to use a detailed range of temperature and time period 
due to the limited size of the phone screen, therefore cursor helps us to save place and at the same time, we 
have an opportunity to check exact values. 



USER STORY #5
View “Full graph”

To avoid uncontrolled view size when the Cursor is enabled, we added the button “Cursor is turn off/on now.” The main reason is 
when the Cursor is turned on and we want to resize the graph, the Flex container can’t limit the size of the view and it’s difficult to 
come back to the original size. 

In order to have active button “Cursor is turn off/on now”, we added a script to the 
component Event onClick:

The added Property Binding to 
the button changes the text 
depending on Cursor on or off.


